Bad Brains - I Against I
Black Sabbath - Master of Reality
The Blasters - The Blasters
Broken Social Scene – You Forgot It In People
Broken Social Scene – Broken Social Scene
The Church - Seance
Danny and Dusty - The Lost Weekend
The Feelies - The Good Earth
French, Frith, Kaiser, Thompson – Live, Love, Larf, & Loaf
Godspeed You Black Emperor - Slow Riot for New Zero Kanada
Grant Hart - Intolerance
Robyn Hitchcock and the Egyptians - Globe of Frogs
Husker Du - Zen Arcade
Husker Du - New Day Raising
Jesus and Mary Chain - Darklands
KC Accidental – anthems for the could’ve been pills
Lambchop – Nixon
Lounge Lizards – Voice of Chunk
Luna - Penthouse
Meat Puppets - Up On the Sun
Minutemen - Double Nickels on the Dime
Mission of Burma - Vs
Van Morrison - Astral Weeks
Multiple Cat - "Territory" Shall Mean the Universe
Pavement – Crooked Rain Crooked Rain
Postal Service – Give Up
Prince and the Revolution – Purple Rain
Pylon - Chomp
Radiohead - Kid A
Red Snapper - Making Bones
REM - Fables of the Reconstruction
REM - Up
Rush - Hemispheres
Erik Satie - everything
Sebadoh - The Sebadoh
Ravi Shankar - Inside the Kremlin
Soft Boys – Underwater Moonlight
Sonic Youth - Sonic Youth
Sonic Youth - Evol
Split Enz - True Colours
Squirrel Bait - Skag Heaven
Television – Marquee Moon
The Universal Congress Of – Prosperous and Qualified
The Waterboys - This Is the Sea
Whiskeytown - Pneumonia
Yo La Tango - And then nothing turned itself outside out
Yung Wu - Shore Leave